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No. of Participants: 100 

 

An event of B.A.(Prog)  upon ‘Yoga Prana Vidya and Energy Healing’ was held on 10th April 

2018, at 12 P.M. in Seminar Hall. This event was conducted under the convenorship of Dr. 

Rajeshvari along with other team members. Principal, Shyamlal College, Professor Rabi Narayan 

Kar inaugurated the event and it was attended by a number of colleagues and students.  

In the daylong event, YTV Trainer Ms. Meenakshi Gupta was invited as the speaker and energy 

healer. The trainer spoke at length on aura. She explained in detail what an aura is, how it 

functions, how it looks, how it is important to keep the aura clean. She gave a demo of how aura 

works and how it can be cleaned. The trainer told the significance of a healthy aura and 

its cleansing. She tried to explain how a person can work more efficiently with a clean and fit if 

he/she has a clean and fit aura.  

This day-long event was conducted in two sessions. Focus of the first session was to tell about 

aura and the second session was based upon application of aura cleansing. Yoga Trainer and 

students associated with her conducted an energy healing session where the cleansed the aura of 

many teachers as well as the students. The event was appreciated significantly by students and 

faculty members as it was different from other programmes on yoga. Response from the students 

was overwhelming. Later on several requests came that the same event should be conducted 

again and instead of two sessions it should be extended in two days. Dr. Kar found the session 

very interesting and said that the same would be beneficial for the faculty as well as the students 

in the long run. Energy healing exercise would help us to stay calm and energized to be more 

productive than before. He too concurred with students’ demand to organize such events as much 

as possible. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


